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Abstract: To study the neural networks reorganization in pediatric epilepsy, a consortium of imaging
centers was established to collect functional imaging data. Common paradigms and similar acquisition
parameters were used. We studied 122 children (64 control and 58 LRE patients) across five sites using
EPI BOLD fMRI and an auditory description decision task. After normalization to the MNI atlas, acti-
vation maps generated by FSL were separated into three sub-groups using a distance method in the
principal component analysis (PCA)-based decisional space. Three activation patterns were identified:
(1) the typical distributed network expected for task in left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s) and along
left superior temporal gyrus (Wernicke’s) (60 controls, 35 patients); (2) a variant left dominant pattern
with greater activation in IFG, mesial left frontal lobe, and right cerebellum (three controls, 15
patients); and (3) activation in the right counterparts of the first pattern in Broca’s area (one control,
eight patients). Patients were over represented in Groups 2 and 3 (P < 0.0004). There were no scanner
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(P ¼ 0.4) or site effects (P ¼ 0.6). Our data-driven method for fMRI activation pattern separation is in-
dependent of a priori notions and bias inherent in region of interest and visual analyses. In addition to
the anticipated atypical right dominant activation pattern, a sub-pattern was identified that involved
intensity and extent differences of activation within the distributed left hemisphere language process-
ing network. These findings suggest a different, perhaps less efficient, cognitive strategy for LRE group
to perform the task. Hum Brain Mapp 32:784–799, 2011. VC 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

Keywords: brain activation pattern; data-driven clustering; fMRI; epilepsy; language; PCA-based
decisional space
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INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy populations provide an important window into
capacity for neural plasticity as the location of essential
brain functions needs to be identified for epilepsy surgery.
It is known from long experience that several essential
domains are perturbed by epilepsy or its underlying
causes. Although there are studies that have examined
motor control [Muller et al., 1998a], declarative memory,
and working memory networks [Dupont et al., 2000;
Powell et al., 2008; Rabin et al., 2004; Richardson et al.,
2004], most interest has focused on language systems.
Notably, there is a higher incidence of atypical language
dominance in epilepsy populations [Gaillard et al., 2007;
Rasmussen and Milner, 1977; Springer et al., 1999; Thivard
et al., 2005; Woermann et al., 2003]. The functional anat-
omy of language processing networks has been extensively
studied through intracarotid amobarbital test (IAT) [Ras-
mussen and Milner, 1977], 15O-water-PET [Blank et al.,
2002; Muller et al., 1998b; Petersen et al., 1988; Wise et al.,
1991], and fMRI [Binder et al., 1995; Bookheimer, 2002;
Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Just et al., 1996]. Language is
typically left hemisphere dominant, but there are recog-
nized variants (bilateral or right dominance) in normal
right-handed (prevalence�5%) and left-handed popula-
tions (�22%) [Pujol et al., 1999; Rasmussen and Milner,
1977; Springer et al., 1999; Szaflarski et al., 2002; Woods
et al., 1988]. Furthermore, patients with localization related
epilepsy (LRE) exhibit a higher prevalence of atypical lan-
guage dominance (20–30%). Most fMRI studies are based
on visual [Fernandez et al., 2001; Gaillard et al., 2002,

2004] or ROI asymmetry indices [Binder et al., 1996;
Frost et al., 1999; Gaillard et al., 2002, 2007; Ramsey
et al., 2001; Spreer et al., 2002; Woermann et al., 2003]
and only examine inter-hemispheric ‘‘re-organization.’’
Other studies examine regional differences but also rely
either on ROI asymmetry indices or regression analysis
on clinical variables [Berl et al., 2006; Billingsley et al.,
2001; Gaillard et al., 2007; Voets et al., 2006; Weber et al.,
2006] all depending on presumptions of where language
‘‘activation’’ is ‘‘known’’ to occur based on understanding
of normative data. There are ECS studies that purport to
examine intra-hemispheric differences [Hamberger et al.,
2007; Ojemann et al., 2008], but these do not have control
data and can not examine language processing outside
the surgical field.

Atypical language patterns may represent: (1) ‘‘re-organi-
zation,’’ where the primary region of language processing
has moved or (2) ‘‘compensation,’’ where additional areas
are recruited within the broadly distributed networks that
support language and ancillary cognitive domains to assist
in language processing. Most commonly, studies have
identified inter-hemispheric shifts to the right homologues
of Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas that are generally under-
stood to reflect ‘‘re-organization’’ [Gaillard et al., 2002,
2004, 2007; Staudt et al., 2001, 2002]. Intra-hemisphere ‘‘re-
organization’’ or ‘‘compensation’’ studies are less common.
Using comparison of activation maxima, there is modest
evidence for greater variance in temporal regions and a
shift in temporal activation posteriorly and superiorly in
left hemisphere seizure focus patients who remain left
dominant [Rosenberger et al., 2009]. Using a principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) of difference maps between a group
of normal left hemisphere dominant controls and individ-
ual patients with LRE, a subgroup of patients with recruit-
ment of posterior temporal areas was also found; atypical
language appeared restricted to the distributed language
network homologues and margins [Mbwana et al., 2009]. It
may be difficult to know from these studies whether mod-
est shifts in activation point maxima or recruitment of
brain areas on the margins of established networks repre-
sent ‘‘compensation’’ or ‘‘re-organization.’’ However, one
form of ‘‘compensation,’’ based on intensity level differen-
ces instead of location, may not be identified by current
methods. This is because intensity normalization is
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BOLD blood oxygenation level dependent
EPI echo-planar imaging
fMRI functional magnetic resonance imaging
FSL fMRIB software library
IFG inferior frontal gyrus
LRE localization related epilepsy
MFG medium frontal gyrus
MNI Montreal neurological institute
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SMA supplementary motor area
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traditionally used as a pre-processing step to scale a group
of fMRI activation maps to the same intensity range. For
example, sub-profile modeling (SSM) uses the natural-log
transformation as the first step to standardize the raw
image matrix [Alexander and Moeller, 1994].

One of the limitations of functional imaging studies is
the assumptions that study populations are homogeneous
and that a given paradigm will recognize a single unvary-
ing network identified by the experimental task. Clinical
practice with patient populations, particularly involving
language, suggests those assumptions are false. Patient
populations of developmental and other disorders are also
flawed by their assumption that patient populations are
distinct form control populations in a uniform way. Some
recent studies of executive functions in attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) populations used regres-
sion analysis to help characterize patient and control pop-
ulations. They show there is a spectrum within the patient
population. Some ADHD children, who do better on given
measures, may more closely resemble controls [Vaidya,
2005]. However, these studies are only able to interrogate
their data where they find activation derived from limited
datasets. Normal or pathological variants are lost in such
approaches [Berl, 2006]. To overcome such limitations, it is
necessary to examine large populations with controls and
patients by a data driven means to identify variant sub
patterns. This approach does not assume controls and
patients are different, rather it allows that both patients
and controls may be distributed across subgroups and
allows for the ability to analyze subgroups based on clini-
cal or other experimental features.

Limitations of standard approaches motivate the need to
design objective methods for identifying language activa-
tion patterns. Previous methods are often constrained in
their analyses either for the straightforward left–right dif-
ferences, subjectivity associated with the use of visual rat-
ing and/or selection of ROI, or the use of data that lacks
heterogeneity. In general, most group analyses of fMRI
datasets look for ‘‘commonality’’ under the assumption of
the homogeneity of the sample [Berl et al., 2005; Price
et al., 2006]. Moreover, other PCA studies have not
included a large group of normal controls who may have
atypical language representation [Mbwana et al., 2009].

We aimed to develop a PCA-based method to identify
common and variant language activation patterns (shared)
among control and epilepsy groups independent of a pri-
ori assumptions and biases inherent to region of interest
and visual analyses [Gaillard, 2004; Liegeois et al., 2004;
Szaflarski et al., 2006]. PCA provides an unbiased data-
driven group separation within any given population by
selecting the informative primary cluster members. Fur-
thermore, we did not perform inter-subject intensity nor-
malization of the previously normalized intra-subject data,
thus avoiding the loss of a potentially important source of
variance. Segmentation methods, such as support vector
machine and discriminant analysis, are classifier methods
based on supervised training, where previous knowledge

of the datasets is implicit. The proposed method takes a
different approach in the clustering process on the basis of
the PCA eigenspace. We are neither trying to categorize
each subject into simple left–right dominance to replace
the conventional clinical methods, nor striving to separate
normal subjects from patients. On the basis of the distinct
activation patterns identified by our data-driven method,
we then sought to gain insights into brain plasticity and
compensation by examining the subjects in each language
activation pattern by distinguishing features including
control/patient designation, handedness, seizure focus
location, and age of epilepsy onset.

Individual epilepsy centers are unlikely to evaluate a
sufficient number of patients in a short time frame to iden-
tify variant activation patterns informed by heterogeneous
clinical variables, collaborative efforts are needed. There-
fore, we established a consortium of pediatric epilepsy
centers to collect functional imaging data using common
paradigms and similar acquisition parameters. We aimed
to verify similarity of findings across sites, and establish
data-driven methods to reliably identify sub-patterns of
language processing from pooled data.

METHODS

Data Source

Florida International University (FIU), in collaboration
with five pediatric hospitals with active epilepsy surgery
programs, established a multisite consortium for control
and pediatric epilepsy data collection (http://mri-cate.-
fiu.edu) to facilitate fMRI group studies in LRE patients
[Lahlou et al., 2006]. The fMRI data and relevant clinical
measures were stored in the data repository for central
standardized processing.

There were 133 fMRI datasets with their corresponding
anatomical T1 MRIs that were obtained using the data re-
pository mri-cate.fiu.edu. There were 11 datasets with null
activation, even under modified P ¼ 0.1 uncorrected con-
dition, which were excluded in the analysis. Valid datasets
from 64 control and 58 children with LRE (patient popula-
tion) were thus included in this study as shown in Table I.
The basic demographic data is included in Table II. Proce-
dures were followed in accordance with local institutional
review board requirements; all parents gave written
informed consent and children gave assent. Typically
developing control subjects were required to be right
handed (the Harris tests of lateral dominance) and free of
any current or past neurological or psychiatric disease.
The mean age of patients was 13.86 years (range: 4.5–19
years), with mean age seizure onset 8.23 years (range: 1–18
years). There are 26 left localized patients, from which 17
(65%) had temporal focus and the rest with extra-temporal
focus. There are 18 right localized patients, from which
seven (39%) had temporal focus and the rest had an extra-
temporal focus. Three patients had bilateral seizure focus.
Twenty-two patients had abnormal MRI: seven tumor; five
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mesial temporal sclerosis; four focal cortical dysplasia; one
vascular malfunction; three focal gliosis; and two atrophy.
Of the 45 patients with seizure etiology information, 21
had remote symptomatic seizure etiology, 21 cryptogenic,
and three acute symptomatic. Eleven patients (out of the
54 available) had atypical handedness (left or ambidex-
trous) as determined by clinical assessment or handedness
inventories such as the Harris tests of lateral dominance or
the modified Edinburgh inventory [Harris, 1974; Oldfield,
1971].

Image Acquisition and Paradigm

For all the participating institutions, each subject was
asked to perform an auditory description decision task (a
word definition task) which was designed to activate both
temporal (Wernicke’s area) and inferior frontal (Broca’s
area) cortex [Gaillard et al., 2007]. The task required com-
prehension of a phrase, semantic recall, and a semantic de-
cision. Each institution had unique acquisition parameters
that were subsequently corrected and standardized. The
block design paradigm consisted of 100 (TR ¼ 3 s) or 150
(TR ¼ 2 s) time-points, with experimental and baseline
periods alternating every 30 s for five cycles, totaling 5
min. During the ‘‘on’’ period, the participant listened to a
definition of an object followed by a noun. Participants
were instructed to press a button each time they judged
that the description matched the noun. For instance, ‘‘a
long yellow fruit is a banana’’ (true response) or ‘‘some-
thing you sit on is spaghetti’’ (Not true). Definitions
occurred every 3 s. Matching pairs were pseudo-randomly
distributed (70% true responses and 30% foils). During
baseline, the subject listened to the task definitions pre-
sented in reverse speech. The participant was instructed to
press a button each time he/she heard a tone that fol-
lowed the auditory string (70% true responses and 30%
foils). The baseline was designed to control for first and
second order auditory processing, attention, and motor
response, while engaging the broad language processing
network on an individual basis necessary for effective pre-
surgical evaluation [Gaillard et al., 2007; Mbwana et al.,
2009]. Four age appropriate levels of difficulty were avail-
able (4–6, 7–9, 10–12, >12). The difficulty level was
achieved by manipulating the task vocabulary based on

word frequency normative data derived from reading
materials [Carroll et al., 1971].

Data Preprocessing

The participating institutions provided the anatomical
and fMRI datasets using distinct file formats, plane of
exam, view orientation, slicing, voxel size, TR, and number
of time points. In addition, data were obtained from either
1.5 or 3.0 T magnets. Orientation and field of view were
corrected and standardized. Datasets were matched into
Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative (NIFTI)
format using the transversal view and radiology conven-
tion, and were finally mapped into the standard Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) brain with 3 � 3 � 3 (mm3)
voxel size and resolution of 61 � 73 � 61 (axial � coronal
� sagittal).

A set of scripts in MATLAB (The MathWorks) was
developed to perform the needed correction and standard-
ization for group analysis. The fMRIB Software Library
(FSL) was used to perform the pre- and post-processing
required for obtaining the resulting 3D activation maps
[Jenkinson et al., 2002; Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Rowe
and Hoffmann, 2006; Woolrich et al., 2001]. The data pre-
processing was performed using MCFLIRT [Jenkinson
et al., 2002]; brain extraction using BET [Smith, 2002]; spa-
tial smoothing using Gaussian kernel of FWHM 8 mm;
intra-subject mean-based intensity normalization of all vol-
umes by the same factor; high pass temporal filtering
[Gaussian-weighted least square fitting (LSF) straight line

TABLE I. Subjects distribution by institution and scanner type*

Subjects Institution Scanner TR Voxel size (mm) Num

LRE HSC Hospital for Sick Children (Toronto, Canada) GE 1.5 T 2 3.44 � 3.44 � 5 19
MCH Miami Children’s Hospital (Miami, FL) Phillips Intera 1.5 T 2 3.75 � 3.75 � 8 10
CNMC Children’s National Medical Center (Washington, DC) Siemens Trio 3 T 2 3.44 � 3.44 � 4 14
BCCH BC Children’s Hospital (Vancouver, Canada) Siemens Avanto 1.5 T 3 3.44 � 3.44 � 3.5 4
CHOP Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (PA) Siemens Trio 3 T 3 3.0 � 3.0 � 3.0 11

Control CNMC Children’s National Medical Center (Washington, DC) Siemens Trio 3 T 3 3.0 � 3.0 � 3.0 64

*No-activation cases were not taken into account.

TABLE II. Distribution of basic demographic data

Patients Controls

Number 58 64
Male (%) 63.79 54.69
Atypical handedness (%) 19 0
Mean age (years) 13.86 (4.5–19) 8.65 (4.2–12.9)
Mean age of seizure onset 8.23 (1–18) —
Temporal focus of left localized (%) 65 —
Temporal focus of right

localized (%)
39 —

Mean duration of seizures (min) 2.88 —
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fitting, with sigma ¼ 120.0 s]. Time-series statistical analy-
sis was carried out using FMRIB’s improved linear model
(FILM) with local autocorrelation correction [Woolrich
et al., 2001]. Post-processing was performed using fMRI
Expert Analysis tool (FEAT) generating Z (Gaussianized
T/F) statistic images thresholded using clusters deter-
mined by Z > 2.3 and a (corrected) cluster significance
threshold of P ¼ 0.05 [Forman et al., 1995; Friston et al.,
1994; Worsley et al., 1992]. Registration to high-resolution
and standard images was carried out using FLIRT [Jenkin-
son et al., 2002].

PCA-Based Decisional Space Separation

According to the concept and merit of subject loading,
we performed the PCA on the 122 fMRI activation maps
without masking or applying Z value normalization across
subjects, by arranging 3D data into a 2D matrix where
each subject’s data constitutes a specific column. An eigen-
system was then generated. On the basis of the relation-
ship among the top eigenvectors, general lateralization,
and intensity difference, as well as the dendrogram of the
Euclidian distance matrix of the PCA, criteria were
decided for the top two eigenvectors of the PCA-based
decisional space which identified three primary clusters
(the first as major group left dominant, the second fea-
tured higher intensity levels, and the third with right dom-
inant activation). The 75 undecided cases were then
projected onto a new decisional space based on the PCA
of only those datasets that initially were identified as
belonging to the three primary clusters. By using the
modified-Euclidean distance method, the 75 undecided
cases were then classified in the new decisional space into
one of the three primary clusters initially determined,
using unique mathematically derived thresholds [You
et al., 2009]. The detailed implementation steps and the
mathematical foundation of this method that drive the
clustering decisions are provided in Appendices A and B.

Fisher exact test was applied to assess the site independ-
ence as well as the significance of association for signal in-
tensity grouping versus either magnet strength or control/
patient grouping. The association of clinical factors with
the group distribution was analyzed using either Fisher
exact test for categorical data or ANOVA and t-test for
continuous data. If the overall Fisher exact test was signifi-
cant, pairwise comparisons of groups were performed.
The Holm’s sequential Bonferroni procedure was then
applied to correct for the probability of a Type I error (a ¼
0.05).

Group Map and Significance Map

To verify and understand the separation results of PCA,
the range and location of group member variability were
assessed with the mean group map. A significance map
for each group was generated. This map is different than

the collective penetrance maps used by others [Mbwana
et al., 2009; Seghier et al., 2008], as we sought the com-
monality contribution of each subject to the mean map. On
the basis of the histogram of each mean group map, a
mask containing 90% of the activation energy was defined.
The group significance map is then computed by first
masking each individual activation map (within each
group), then calculating the commonality significance
value as defined in Eq. (1).

Cs ¼ e�
ðValuevoxel�MeanÞ2

2SD2 (1)

The commonality significance (Cs) value is calculated for
each voxel within the masked area, and then the total
group significance map is generated by averaging the Cs

values across the subjects within a given group. This pro-
vides a visual representation of the areas that have a sig-
nificant percentage of subjects sharing the same location of
activation.

RESULTS

Activation Patterns and Significance Maps

The PCA analysis identified three distinct groups of sub-
jects after the self-separation process using the top subject
loadings and distance method. The activated areas of the
three group activation patterns broadly encompass Broca’s
and Wernicke’s areas. Group 1 exhibited activation in the
left hemisphere (Fig. 1a and Table III). Group 2 (Fig. 1b)
consisted of a cluster of subjects that shared the same gen-
eral activation areas as Group 1; however, the magnitude
of activation for Group 2 was stronger than those of
Group 1, especially in Broca’s area, as shown in Fig. 1b
and Table III, and additional activation was evident in left
MFG (BA 46, 9), left SMA (BA 6), and right cerebellum.
Group 3 had activation in right hemisphere homologues
(Fig. 1c and Table III). The distribution of patients and
controls differed among the three groups (P < 0.0004).
Group 1 consisted of nearly all the healthy controls and a
majority of patients; Groups 2 and 3 were composed prin-
cipally of patients but included a few typically developing
controls. In terms of typical language activation, LRE
patients had greater magnitude of activation than controls
based on the subjects distribution in Groups 1 and 2
(Fisher Exact Test; P ¼ 0.0005).

To appraise the subjects’ contribution for each group
map, a group significance map was generated for each
group as shown in Figure 2. This figure helps to visualize
the variance of the separation results comparing the group
members with the group map. The maximum commonal-
ity significance value for the three groups are higher than
0.8; Group 1 has the least variance and Group 3 has the
most variance.

Table III provides the mean map’s activation maxima of
each small cluster within each group and their
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coordinates, cluster size, the peak value of each cluster,
and corresponding commonality significance value, and
corresponding Brodmann Area.

A second level t-test was performed comparing the
mean map of Group 1 to Group 2; Figure 3 depicts the
areas that remain significantly different.

Sites and Scanner Effects

We contrasted Groups 1 and 2 with Group 3 on the ba-
sis of magnetic strength, since Groups 1 and 2 both exhibit
typical language dominance according to PCA. We found
no difference in the effect of scanner magnetic strength in
group separation of laterality category (Group 1 þ 2 to
Group 3) on patients (Fisher Exact Test, P ¼ 0.7). We did
find a magnet strength versus Groups 1–2 correlation

when considering both control and patients (Fisher Exact
Test, P ¼ 0.0005). As no control subjects were scanned by
1.5 T, the Groups 1–2 difference may reflect control and
patient groups. Magnet strength did not have an effect
between Groups 1 and 2 when only patients were consid-
ered (Fisher Exact Test, P ¼ 0.2). We contrasted Groups 1
and 2 with Group 3 on the basis of sites. Groups 1 and 2
were concatenated because the control subjects were
scanned at only one site. We found no difference between
the effect of sites in group separation (Fisher Exact Test, P
¼ 0.6).

Demographic and Clinical Variables

We found no difference in age at seizure onset, duration
of epilepsy, and gender between the three groups.

TABLE III. Activation location, size, peak values, and commonality significance value for each group map*

Group Cluster size Mean-Z (peak) Cs of the peak x, y, z (Voxel spaceþ) Region (BA)

1 319 1.91 0.74 48, 47, 31 LIFG (44)
248 2.3 0.74 48, 29, 24 LMTG (21)
10 1.42 0.76 32, 47, 41 RIFG (32)

2 1014 5.88 0.80 48, 47, 32 LIFG (44/45)
416 5.2 0.68 49, 29, 23 LMTG (21)
338 5.24 0.73 26, 15, 12 R cerebellum
147 4.26 0.72 32, 46, 42 RMFG (46)

3 500 3.89 0.66 12, 50, 28 RIFG (45/48)
61 2.51 0.71 29, 52, 40 RMTG (8)
35 2.78 0.46 11, 27, 22 RMFG (37/20)

*The cluster size here reflects the number of thresholded voxels within the cluster of the mean activation map. Threshold values are 1.2
for group Group 1, 3.3 for group Group 2, 1.8 for Group 3, same as the threshold used for visualization purpose in Figure 1, containing
90% of the activation energy. The largest cluster in Group 2 has a maxima in IFG but extends into left MFG. þThe Voxel Space we use
here is the FSL MNI space, using coordinates as: x-axis as the right–left direction (moving in the left direction increases the x voxel
index, range: 1–61); y-axis as the posterior–anterior direction (moving in the anterior direction increases the y voxel index, range: 1–73);
z-axis as the inferior–superior direction (moving in the superior direction increases the z voxel index, range: 1–61).

Figure 1.

2D array of selected axial cuts for color-coded activation inten-

sities depicting the axial view of the mean activation maps for

each group. Higher activations are in yellow color. Brain is ori-

ented in radiological convention: right hemisphere on the left

side. (a) Mean activation map for Group 1 with strong left later-

alization of anterior (Broca) and posterior (Wernicke) clusters.

(b) Mean activation map for Group 2 with higher mean intensity

range than (a), which explains the better definition of supple-

mentary motor area (SMA). (c) Mean activation map for Group

3 with an atypical right hemisphere dominant response, particu-

larly, the anterior (Broca) cluster. Different intensity threshold

(90% of the energy) was used for visualization purpose.
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However, there was an age difference among the three
groups [ANOVA, F (2, n ¼ 118) ¼ 9.44, P ¼ 0.0002]; differ-
ences were found between Groups 1 and 2 (F ¼ 3.78, P ¼
0.001, Bonferroni), as well as between Groups 1 and 3 (F ¼
3.16, P ¼ 0.05, Bonferroni). Group 1 was younger than
Group 2 [t (108, n ¼ 110) ¼ �3.91, P ¼ 0.002].

Table IV and Figure 4 present the patient’s group pro-
files with related categorical variables and illustrate the
clinical factors distribution among these three groups.
There were no differences based on gender seizure focus
and etiology among the three groups. Data from Groups
1 and 2 were compared first, since both groups were left
lateralized but exhibited different intensities. The distri-
bution of seizure focus between Groups 1 and 2 are dif-
ferent [v2 (13, n ¼ 50) ¼ 21.731, P ¼ 0.03]; the patients of
Group 2 had a higher percentage (50–34%) in terms of
right seizure focus. In contrast, Group 3 with right acti-
vation was largely male (6 out of 8), left handed (5 out
of 8), with a left seizure focus (6 out of 8), and had a
history of (poorly controlled) symptomatic LRE (6).
Patients’ data were then compared between Group 1 and
Group 3. Patients in Group 3 had a higher percentage of
left seizure focus than in Group 1 (71.4% vs. 53%); the
handedness distribution is also different from Group 1
(Fisher Exact Test, P ¼ 0.007; Table V). The other clinical
variables—age, gender, age of onset, and seizure dura-
tion—were not different between these two groups. Data
were then compared between the two broad groups, left

lateralized (Group 1 þ 2) and right lateralized (Group 3);
the handedness difference was significant (Fisher Exact
Test, P ¼ 0.003) and left-handed patients tended to have
right hemisphere activation (Group 3, Fisher Exact Test,
P ¼ 0.002; Table V). No significant difference of seizure
etiology or seizure focus was found between these two
broad groups.

DISCUSSION

We used a new method of PCA-based decisional space
to identify sub-patterns of distinct language activation pat-
terns in control and LRE patients from different sites, who
performed the same fMRI auditory description decision
task. Three sub-groups were identified: two with predomi-
nantly left hemispheric activation but with different
regional weighting of activity, and one with a predomi-
nantly right-sided activation pattern. Normal controls as
well as patients fell into each of the three groups. How-
ever, their distribution was different among the sub-
groups. There was a greater proportion of controls in the
first group, while patients constituted the majority in the
other two groups. Unlike ROI analysis used to generate an
asymmetry index, our method did not provide determina-
tion of language dominance, but aimed to identify distinct
activation patterns. These findings provide insight into
reorganization of language system functions and potential

Figure 2.

Commonality significance maps of each group. All three groups have the highest significance

value higher than 0.8 and Group 1 (a) has the least variance among the group members in the

activated area, whereas Group 3 (c) has the largest variance.

Figure 3.

Second level t-test for comparing the mean maps between Groups 1 and 2. Note the high t val-

ues (significant level P < 0.01) in the shared activated area, which is in the left IFG and MFG.
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compensatory strategies in epilepsy and normal
populations.

Different PCA-based methods have been used to iden-
tify fMRI activation patterns [Andersen et al., 1999; Viviani
et al., 2005] but only at an intra-subject level. fMRI activa-
tion analysis at the inter-subject level has been used by
Werder et al., [2006] in a study of a few subjects aimed at
separating epilepsy patients from control subjects. Seghier
et al. [2007, 2008] also used an inter-subject approach by
applying a Fuzzy clustering algorithm to detect subject-
specific activations to an fMRI lexical reading test in 38
normal subjects; using different variance analysis, they
found sub-patterns of activations that were related to

TABLE V. Distribution of handedness across three

groups with regard to seizure focus*

Handedness

Seizure focus

Left Right Bilateral

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Left 1 1 2 0
2 0 1 0
3 3 1 0

Right 1 12 7 3
2 7 6 0
3 2 1 0

Ambidextrous 1 1 0 0
2 0 0 0
3 0 0 0

*Only 47 datasets combined the information on seizure focus and
handedness. Notice the numbers are too few in some subgroups
to make statistical comparisons meaningful.

TABLE IV. Profile of clinical factors of three groups

divided by PCA method

Clinical factors

PCA groups

1 2 3

Handedness* Ambidextrous 2 0 0
Right 27 13 3
Left 3 1 5
N/A 3 1 0
Total 35 15 8

Seizure focus Bilateral 3 0 0
Right 9 7 2
Left 14 7 5
N/A 9 1 1
Total 35 15 8

Etiology Acute 1 1 1
Cryptogenic 11 7 3

Remote symptomatic 15 3 3
N/A 8 4 1
Total 35 15 8

Gender Male 23 8 6
Female 12 7 2
Total 35 15 8

*Fisher exact test, comparison among Groups 1–3, P ¼ 0.007 (P <

0.0167 Holm’s sequential Bonferroni correction). Holm’s sequential
Bonferroni correction procedure: Since the overall difference
among the three groups is significant in handedness (Fisher exact
test, P ¼ 0.0079), now comparing the smallest P value first, which
is between Groups 1 and 3 P ¼ 0.007 < 0.05/3, 0.0167, so it’s sig-
nificant; now compare the second smallest one between Groups 2
and 3, P ¼ 0.02 < 0.05/2, 0.025, still significant; but the third sig-
nificant P value between Groups 1 and 2, 0.6 is not significant.

Figure 4.

Clinical factors distribution among three groups. The percentage of patients in each group based

on handedness, seizure focus, and seizure etiology findings. Handedness was different among the

three groups, and between Group 1 versus Group 3, and between Group (1 þ 2) versus

Group 3. (P < 0.0167 Holm’s sequential Bonferroni correction).
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different skill sets or cognitive strategies. Mbwana et al.
[2009] identified four patterns of activation among 45
patients with left hemisphere seizure foci based on PCA
clustering following difference maps to see how individu-
als deviated on a voxel-wise basis from a normal control
group. They found evidence for intra-hemispheric com-
pensation and inter-hemispheric reorganization in three
patient subgroups. However, their results were obtained
after necessarily excluding the controls with atypical acti-
vation; only heterogeneity of the patient population was
considered. Ford et al. [2003] also attempted to classify
patients’ fMRI activation maps but with a different
method and in different areas, using the Fisher Linear Dis-
criminant for Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, and mild
traumatic brain injury. Suma et al. [2007] have also dem-
onstrated that PCA can be used for the classification of
fMRI activation maps. In their study, PCA was not directly
applied to activation maps; rather PCA was applied to
area and centroid values obtained from post-processing of
the activation maps.

The merit of PCA eigenvectors has been explored in few
fMRI studies, both in a confirmatory and a classifier man-
ner, which are different from our study. Sugiura et al. suc-
cessfully used the loadings of PCA for separating fMRI
activation regions into three groups from 19 normal sub-
jects on memory-guided saccade tasks. Their analysis was
based on the assumption of the homogeneity of the normal
population and required a priori knowledge of predefined
region of interests as well as each region’s relationship to
the three main lobes. In another study, PCA with reference
(PCA-R) combined with coefficient-constrained independ-
ent component analysis (CC-ICA) were used as classifiers
to distinguish 28 schizophrenia patients from 25 healthy
controls based on results of sensorimotor tasks [Sui et al.,
2009]. This study presumed common differences between
patient and control populations.

Though the PCA we used is a standard feature extrac-
tion approach, our implementation differs from other
methods in several ways. For each subject in our method,
the entire activation map was fed into the algorithm, with-
out intensity normalization. Potential differences in lan-
guage patterns based on extent and intensity may thus be
identified. Furthermore, data segmentation was performed
without a priori assumptions or subject classification: we
combined typically developing and patient populations to
allow the algorithm to associate statistical features based
on the data and, therefore, overcoming subjectivity
imposed by using selected normal subject as reference.
Mathematical thresholds were uniquely derived to delin-
eate regions for three primary clusters based on the first
two eigenvectors of the PCA. Moreover, the modified-Eu-
clidean distance method was used to assign those initially
unclassified subjects into one of the three primary clusters.
The motivation here is to determine to which primary
cluster the activation patterns of the undecided subjects
most resemble. The advantage is that the final clustering
results are not grouped randomly, but taking into consid-

eration both the most significant feature difference (top
eigenvectors for primary clusters) as well as the voxel-to-
voxel statistical difference in 3D images. With the increas-
ing number of fMRI datasets made available through the
consortium, the PCA-based data-driven method is well
positioned to reliably identify sub-patterns of language
processing from the pooled data.

Our findings suggest variants of language patterns
which are not revealed in previous studies (Group 2); sec-
ondary analysis suggests the variant patterns are more
common to epilepsy patients than to controls. Our meth-
ods sorted subjects by imaging features independent of
whether a child had epilepsy or was a control. The broad
distinction of left and right hemisphere dominant patterns
identified in our study are similar to prior studies on lan-
guage dominance in normal volunteers and in epilepsy
populations using transcranial-Doppler, transcranial mag-
netic stimulation, the intra-carotid amobarbital test, and
conventional fMRI analysis [Binder et al., 1996; Fernandez
et al., 2001; Gaillard et al., 2002; Khedr et al., 2002; Knecht
et al., 2000; Kurthen et al., 1994; Rasmussen and Milner,
1977; Risse et al., 1997; Springer et al., 1999; Woods et al.,
1988; Wyllie et al., 1991]. The right language group (Group
3) contained 7% of the total population and 14% of the
LRE population which is comparable to previous typically
developing and epilepsy patient studies. The majority of
patients in this group had left seizure focus, was left-
handed, and had left structural lesions, all factors known
to be associated with atypical language dominance [Gail-
lard et al., 2007; Springer et al., 1999; Woermann et al.,
2003]. Although activation in this group occurred in the
right hemisphere in areas that mirror activation seen in
the left-hemisphere patterns [Gaillard et al., 2002; Mbwana
et al., 2009; Rosenberger et al., 2009; Staudt et al., 2001]—
this group also showed the greatest variance. Some studies
suggest that atypical language dominance in patient popu-
lations is tightly constrained to right homologues [Rose-
nberger et al., 2009; Staudt et al., 2001] but others suggest
greater variability when language has shifted to the typi-
cally nondominant hemisphere [Voets et al., 2006]. These
patterns are considered to represent ‘‘reorganization’’ from
the left to the right hemisphere in response to epilepsy or
its remote cause [Gaillard et al., 2007; Mbwana et al.,
2009]. Findings in this study suggest that transfer of lan-
guage dominance across hemispheres may be imperfect in
some patients.

Intra-hemispheric variants, however, have been harder
to identify by conventional analytic approaches. We identi-
fied two groups with left hemisphere patterns of activa-
tion. The larger group (Group 1) is composed of nearly all
typically developing children and the majority of patients.
We also identified another group (Group 2), composed of
mostly patients and a minority of typically developing
controls. This group had a different left hemisphere activa-
tion pattern than the first group. Group 2 not only showed
different activation intensity in the inferior frontal regions
but it also involved the recruitment of adjacent MFG (BA
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46, 9), SMA (BA 6), and contralateral cerebellum. The
regions observed are all areas identified with the widely
distributed left hemisphere language processing network
but are also those thought to be engaged in verbal work-
ing memory [Baillieux et al., 2008; Stoodley and Schmah-
mann, 2009]. In addition, these subjects express the
highest measure of commonality, that is, the least variance
in the IFG (BA 44/45). This data suggests tighter homoge-
neity of activation in this group than in the others. There
are two possible explanations for these findings. Activation
in these areas may reflect greater engagement of verbal
working memory systems, possibly due to effort, per-
ceived difficulty, effect of medications, effect of epilepsy,
or compensation for impaired hippocampal memory func-
tion [Berl et al., 2005; Dupont et al., 2000]. Group 2 also
had a higher percentage of patients with a right seizure
focus. A right seizure focus may compromise ancillary
and non linguistic aspects of language processing that
occurs in the right hemisphere, requiring compensation in
the left hemisphere [Berl et al., 2005]. In this view, the
Group 2 left activation pattern represents ‘‘compensation’’
rather than ‘‘reorganization’’ [Berl et al., 2005; Mbwana
et al., 2009] and suggests a possible remote effect on of a
right hemisphere focus on traditionally left-lateralized
functions. These patients may draw upon the distributed
language network in a different way than most controls.

Our analysis separated subgroups by distribution of
activation as well as intensity of activation. The latter was
an unanticipated finding but has been seen in VBM differ-
ence map approaches and is an important basis for regres-
sion analysis of fMRI cognitive studies analyzed in
relation to behavioral measures including performance
[Bunge et al., 2002; Mbwana et al., 2009; Turkletaub et al.,
2003, 2004; Vaidya et al., 2005]. In these circumstances,
greater magnitude of activation in narrowly defined brain
areas is thought to represent greater recruitment of cortical
neurons for task that may represent greater ability, learned
skill, or greater effort for task performance. For our popu-
lation, the data provides evidence that for a subgroup
there is a differential recruitment of neural networks in
that region for that task.

There are some limitations to our study. The segregation
process for the intermediary value may be imperfect, since
the boundaries of the primary clusters were defined based
on the relationship between the top eigenvectors and the
hemispheric dominance as well as between the top eigen-
vectors and intensity. The decision in terms of number
and threshold criteria for primary cluster is based on the
characteristics of our analyzed population. Thus, the
boundary calculated to identify primary clusters is valid
only for a mixed population with high variability of acti-
vation intensity and broad distinction of left and right
hemisphere dominance. This limitation was somewhat
attenuated given that the dendrogram identified three
major groups present in our mixed population. It is also
possible that some, less common, variant sub-patterns
were not identified. On the basis of a supervised process,

we identified 39% of the population into primary clusters.
These primary clusters were used as references for a sec-
ond round classification to sort the undecided datasets
and associate them to the closest cluster. These undecided
subjects did include variant activation patterns, such as
bilateral activation, not represented in a straight forward
manner in the primary clusters but scattered in the deci-
sional space. Moreover, it is possible that there are differ-
ences in modulation between the nodes of the larger
distributed network for processing language that may be
assessed by other methods such as changes in functional
connectivity [Hampson et al., 2002].

Some of the differences that characterize Group 3 may
represent an effect of handedness. None of our typically
developing children were left handed or ambidextrous.
However, previous studies involving left handed controls
(and it is not clear how many had acquired sinistrality)
show that 76–78% are left dominant [Pujol et al., 1999; Sza-
flarski et al., 2002]. Moreover, left-handed patients are
over represented in epilepsy populations; 56% or more of
left-handed patients may be expected to have atypical lan-
guage dominance—more than left-handed controls [Gail-
lard et al., 2007; Rasmussen and Milner, 1977]. These data
suggest that both atypical language dominance and atypi-
cal handedness are reflections of the underlying epilepsy
or its remote cause.

The differences in scanner manufacturer, magnetic
strength, and acquisition parameters are often perceived
as limitations that hinder group analysis on the datasets
collected from a variety of sites. Standard post-processing
group analysis discourages the use of different scanners,
different settings, and different resolutions; however, the
methods used for this study provide standardization for
different formats and our analysis showed that there was
no scanner or site effects in our clustering results. These
findings support collaborative efforts to investigate patient
populations that require substantial number of subjects to
gain more insights from expected heterogeneity.

A substantial study population enhances the ability to
identify variant patterns of language networks by data-
driven methods and gain insight into the neurobiology of
complicated cognitive processes. Multisite data collection
provides larger data sets, through which additional and
less common activation pattern variants can be identified.
Consequently, a more comprehensive understanding of
language-related clinical variables, such as seizure focus
and pathological substrate, can be achieved. This informa-
tion is necessary to improve care and outcomes. The PCA-
decisional space presented here can be helpful in sorting
an individual patient into a particular language pattern
subset without the bias and limitations inherent to the tra-
ditional fMRI patient care analysis. The proposed method
might also be useful for assessing large combined patient
and control datasets in which visual or ROI rating may be
impractical or difficult. This is especially applicable for
those developmental disorders where population differen-
ces are not readily apparent and assumptions of patient
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population homogeneity are unrealistic. There are concep-
tual limitations of language network organization when
activation patterns are categorized into left, bilateral, or
right dominance. Future research should take advantage
of the PCA-decisional space to identify additional activa-
tion sub-pattern for epilepsy related studies.

We present a PCA-based method implemented to per-
form data-driven segmentation on a heterogeneous popu-
lation of control and LRE subjects. We identified three
subgroups with different mean activation maps. Not
applying intensity normalization allowed us to consider
simultaneously the location, extent, and magnitude of acti-
vation intensity; this method helped identify a subgroup
with a left hemisphere activation pattern distinct form one
more commonly found in normal controls and in the ma-
jority of patients. We also introduced a significance map
derived from the subgroup and further analyzed the seg-
regation results by clinical variables. Our analysis supports
the notion of pooled data from several institutions using
the same paradigm and comparable acquisition parame-
ters. We do not claim that our method is better than other
segregation methods. Rather, we suggest that this method
applied to normal control, developmental, and patient
populations may identify normal and pathological activa-
tion patterns for cognitive systems. These methods to-
gether may provide insights into mechanisms for brain
compensation and neural plasticity.
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APPENDIX A: PCA-DISTANCE METHOD ON

ACTIVATION MAPS

PCA-distance method on activation maps were gener-
ated according to the following steps:

1. Each individual’s 3D dataset was transformed into a 1D
dataset with n voxels, where n is defined by M � N �
L, where M, N, and L are the dimensions of the activa-
tion map image in the x, y, and z axes. The whole popu-
lation of k subjects was organized on a 2D matrix X,
where each subject constitutes a specific column xi in
the matrix. The mean value for each voxel across all
subjects, and the mean vector m of these k subjects were
computed.

2. The covariance matrix Cx of X was calculated from Eq.
(1). Each activation map was centered by subtracting
the mean as indicated in Eq. (3).

Cx ¼ WTW (1)

where

W ¼ ½U1U2 . . .Uk� (2)

Ui ¼ xi �m i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k (3)

3. Once the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix (Cx)
were calculated, then eigenvectors were sorted by the
corresponding eigenvalues to generate the matrix E as
in Eq. (4). Each subject was represented by a row vector
e.i ¼ [e1i..eji] where j corresponded to the number of
eigenvectors being used.

E ¼ ½e1 e2 : : : ek� ¼

e11 e21 : : : : : : ek1
e12 e22 : : : : : : ek2
:: : : : : : : : : : ::
:: : : : : : : : : : ::
e1k : : : : : : : : : ekk

2
66664

3
77775

(4)

U ¼ WE (5)

Notice that the E matrix is equivalent to the subject load-
ing matrix as in SSM and the U matrix calculated in Eq.
(5) is equivalent to the regional covariance pattern, but
instead of ‘‘regional,’’ our U is the covariance patterns of
the whole 3D brain region.
Figure A1 is about the first two subjects loading coeffi-
cients, which are equal to the first two eigenvectors.

4. On the basis of the ei distribution in the E matrix and
the observation of the relationship of the top two eigen-
vectors (as shown in the Appendix B), three primary
clusters with far distances from each other were first
determined. Then, the new mean (mnew) vector of these

Figure A1.

Determination of the primary clusters using the two dominant

eigenvectors (with the two highest eigenvalues) of the PCA.

These two dominant eigenvectors are used to select three pri-

mary clusters based on the following decision rules: Group 1:

e1i < 0 \ e2i > 0 (which is the most condensed cluster region

with 32 data points); Group 2: e1i < �0:1 \ e2i > 0 (with 10

data points); Group 3: e1i > 0 \ e2i < �0:1 (with five data points).

The undecided region, with 75 data points, is the remaining region

outside these three clusters. [Color figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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clusters was generated with subjects only chosen from
the three primary clusters, and the principal compo-
nents of these clusters were calculated, generating the
new Unew matrix following Eq. (5).

5. To group subjects’ activation maps not falling in any of
the primary clusters (undecided regions), vector xnew
will now represent the activation map of the subject,
and the distance method is used to determine to which
cluster it is closest. The following steps are undertaken:

I. Project Unew, which is the new centered xnew
(Unew ¼ xnew � mnew), onto the primary clusters
defined eigenspace using Eq. (6).

Ûnew ¼
Xj

l¼1

uT
l Unewul (6)

where each ul represents a column vector of the
Unew matrix as described in step (4).

II. Calculate the Euclidean distance feature using
Eq. (7) below:

Di ¼ |Ûnew � Ui| (7)

for i 1,2,. . .,q, where q is the number of pri-
mary cluster members, with Ui xi 2 mnew and
where j(j \ k) is the number of eigenvectors
selected. (In the study, j was tried from 3 to 7,
and the separation results were found the same,
which shows that the top eigenvectors already
includes enough info of the population.)

III. The new subject was assigned to the cluster
whose member Ui had the minimum distance
calculated through Eq. (7). In other words, the
new subject is assigned to the cluster where the
closest identified subject Ui was located.

Figure A2 is the clustering results showing in the top
three subject loadings using the top two eigenvectors’ fea-
ture as criteria to select primary clusters, and the projec-
tion distance onto the top three eigenfaces out of the
primary clusters’ decisional space. (Separation results of
3–7 eigenfaces were found the same).

APPENDIX B: PROCESS OF DECIDING THE

PRIMARY CLUSTER CHOSEN CRITERIA

The process of choosing the top two eigenvectors is
based on the cumulated eigenvalues of the PCA as shown
in Figure B1. In terms of the clusters, the initial clustering
stage helped us to cluster 47 out of 122 (39%) of the popu-
lation. It is worthy to mention, that this first round of clus-
tering was achieved based on the information provided by
the first two eigenvectors of the system. In other words,
the first two eigenvectors carry significant feature informa-
tion about intensity differences and overall lateralization
of the activation (note that the sum of the first two most
significant eigenvalues is around 80% of the total sum as
seen in Figure B1, which means that the mean square error
is 20%). See Figure B1 below.

As a consequence, the information provided by the first
two eigenvectors was not sufficient to define absolute
boundaries for clustering all the subjects into their respec-
tive groups. Because of that, we decided to identify pri-
mary clusters, leaving the subjects as indeterminate in the
overlapping area defined by the plane e1�e2. Figure A1
depicts the criteria used to select the members of the three
primary clusters.

These clustering rules were based on our findings on
the results shown in Figures B2–B7. Please note that in
these figures the selection of the symbols used to denote

Figure A2.

Final clusters distribution in the top three eigenvectors’ space.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure B1.

Cumulative eigenvalues for the 122 subjects. Note the top two

eigenvectors provide 80% of the eigenvalues. [Color figure can

be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.

com.]
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the different groups is made for appropriate visualization
of the different clusters of data and also to avoid any am-
biguity associated when such symbols overlap with each
other.

It was determined that when considering any two
groups in the population, either higher intensity typical
versus atypical, or lower intensity typical versus atypical,
or even higher intensity typical versus lower intensity typ-
ical, the zero line of the first eigenvector is sufficient to
separate them as given in Figures B2 through B4. Higher

Figure B5.

The zero line in the second eigenvector axis provides intuitively

a rough decision line between typical (>0) and atypical groups

(<0). Note that every data point that is on the right side of this

decision line are actually left dominant (LI > 0.2). In this figure,

since the mean of the second eigenvector values for those glob-

ally atypical (LI < 0.2) is �0.0814, and since the mean of the

second eigenvector values for those globally right dominant (LI

< �0.2) is �0.1051, the �0.1 value (an approximate in-between

these two means) was chosen as a threshold criteria for primary

cluster 3 as can be seen in Figure A1. Combined with the

results given in Figure B2 through Figure B4, e1 > 0 and e2 <
�0.1 were thus chosen as the boundaries for primary cluster 3

(atypical group). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure B4.

The zero line in the first eigenvector axis is determined to pro-

vide a consistent decision line between higher intensity group

(>0) and lower intensity groups (<0) within all the subjects that

are typical. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure B2.

The zero line in the first eigenvector axis is determined to pro-

vide a consistent decision line between higher intensity typical

group (<0) and atypical group (>0). [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure B3.

The zero line in the first eigenvector axis is determined to pro-

vide a consistent decision line between lower intensity typical

group (<0) and atypical group (>0). [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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activation intensity was defined as higher than the mid
point of the intensity range of the analyzed population’s
means. On the other hand, lower activation intensity was

defined as lower than the mean of the analyzed popula-
tion’s intensity. Within these two points (the mean of the
population and the mid point of the means) was a range
we determined as normal intensities.

With all the 122 subjects considered, it was determined
that the second eigenvector as the x axis tends to separate
typical from atypical when the overall LI is used as the y
axis (as in Fig. B5), whereas the first eigenvector tends to
separate higher intensity from lower intensity (as in Fig. B6).

After applying the distance method on the undecided
subjects, the final clustering results are as shown in Figure
A2. We also used a dendrogram to affirm that there are
indeed mainly three groups in the population as seen
from Figure B7.

Figure B6.

On the basis of the results shown in Figure B5, and considering

only the typical subjects that satisfied the condition e2 > 0, this

plot reflects the subjects’ distribution based on intensity. The

red squares are those subjects whose intensities are higher than

the mid point of the intensity range of the analyzed population’s

means; green diamonds are the ones that are lower than the

mean activation intensity of these typical subjects. That is why

the �0.1 value for e1 was chosen as the primary cluster thresh-

old for the higher intensity group and 0 for lower intensity

group. Combined with the results given in Figure B2 through

Figure B5, e1 < �0.1 and e2 > 0 were chosen as the boundary

for primary cluster 2 (the higher intensity typical group), e1 > 0

and e2 > 0 were chosen as the boundary for primary cluster 1

(the lower intensity typical group). [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure B7.

The dendrogram of the Euclidian distance matrix of the PCA

suggesting there are at least three subgroups within the subjects.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail-

able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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